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Lightsaber choreography competition winners

LCC 5 launched in February 2007. As long as lightsabers and choreography were nowhere involved and the 5-minute deadline was met, everything was allowed. Entry 8 was disqualified because it was previously posted on YouTube. The winners by referendum were, in order, entry 4 (Minor Threat),
entry 5 (JediPastor) and entry 11 (Alex vs Nate). Rule Thread | Voting Thread Download 1-10 (.zip 338mb) Download 11-18 (.zip 469mb) Entry 1 - Last Man Standing SaturnV Productions David Xiao.W, Oscar West, Lewis Grafton and John Gibson Entry (30mb) Entry 2 - Ben vs Ryan Biohaard
Productions, Lightvision Productions Ben McEwan and Ryan Fisk Entry (28mb) Entry 3 - Mark James Lynch Jr. et al. Entry (17mb) Rotoscoped (137mb) Entry 4 - Minor Threat Two Beat Productions Tiger Crane Fist Entry (30mb) Entry 5 - Warriors of the Spirit JediPastor Entry (24mb) Entry 6 Milo Films,
Macon Clones Tom Gilldon, Josh Hawks and Christopher Shore Entry (30mb) Entry 7 - False Alliances BruceM Bruce Murray Entry 7 (17mb) website Entry 10Ramsaur FilmsMatthew Ramsaur Entry (29mb)Website Entry 11 - Alex vs Nate Quaternity Productions , Cow Digital Alex Jeffery and Nate
Caauwe Entry (30mb)Final Version (182mb) Website Entry 12 - Drift1337mik3, VaporTrail FilmsMichael Frisk and Christopher Spenceley Entry (18mb) Entry 13 Whiteley79Shane Farley and Eric Whiteley Entry (27mb) Website Entry 14 - Caroated Grey BKstudios Asif Bala and Bryan W Kennedy Entry
(26mb) Entry 15 - Desperation Move FSFilms , Beeby/Harvey Joseph Beeby, Thomas Harvey and Grace Smith Entry (30mb) Extended (65mb) Website Entry 16 JediCow Entry (7mb) Entry 17 - Brothers SilentBat Antoine Bandele and Aaron Bandele Entry (30mb) Website Entry 18 - Str ife Goddard11
Entry (24mb) Entry 8 Ramsaur MoviesMatthew Ramsaur Entry (10mb)Website LCC V Trailer Navajo Joe FilmsHarrison Bahe YouTube The beauty of new media and platforms like YouTube is the opportunity for many people to present their ideas, creativity and projects. Speaking of Star Wars: We find
many fan movies, fan trailers and the like on the internet. A subcategory of Star Wars fan films are lightsaber choreographies. A variety of interpretations can be found with a little research. From classic Jedi vs Sith battles to crossover duels of characters from different films and genres, or even fights old
Hong Kong or Musketeer movies with Lighsabers instead of the original weapons. The LCC – Lightsaber Choreography Competition offers fans a platform to bring their choreographies to an arena and even win a prize for the most creative videos. Over the years, many funny, dramatic, trashy, surprising
and impressive videos have been created. To Grand Theft Auto VS Sleeping Dogs (lightsaber duel) as winner of the last years If someone feels inspired now, you'll just get a camera, wooden sticks and an after-effects program and conquer the LCC with your choreography! Entries for LCC XIII are open
until September 27, 2015, 11:59:59 PST. Here you will find all the necessary information. Tom is an Austrian actor and director who has been working in theatres since 2001. He studied acting in Salzburg and now lives in Germany. He loves to be creative, to put the crazy thoughts in his head into the
world and to dream of being a Star Wars character. He also studies media management, but only if his thoughts don't drift into distant galaxies. Website, Facebook, Twitter It's this time of year again. 28 teams have worked hard for months and now the entries are in and the playlist is public. It's time to see
and vote on this year's Lightsaber Choreography Competition. Let us first avoid the important links; then we will talk more about the LCC in general and the special thing about this year. Where can I see the entries? The official playlist for LCC 2016 is: Where can I choose? You can vote here by
classifying your three best entries: Full Disclosure: I have a entry in this year's competition. I'm not going to tell you what it is, so as not to try to sway you for simple public votes, but it should be easy enough to figure it out. What is the Lightsaber Choreography Competition? Brothers' Quarrel by Nate
Caauwe LCC 2015 Winner From the Fan Film Boards on theforce.net the Lightsaber Choreography Competition has been taking place for almost fifteen years. (They used to be numbered sequentially, but stopped after XII, I think instead of switching to 2015 last year.) The management has changed
hands a few times, the rules have come and gone, and the judging practices have grown and subsided, but the core idea remains the same: make a cool lightsaber fight, enter it and let everyone see what you can do. What's new this year? This year, the competition was officially announced on May 4,
Star Wars Day. (In recent years, you have not been given as much of a specific start time.) With the announcement came the rules – only the weapons that are on display in the official canon (i.e. no easy whips, for example), a three-minute deadline, and a topic of time that needs to be included. The crew
leading the competition is in its second year and continues to shape it into something exciting and different things year after year. For some, the rules were restrictive; a worthy challenge for others. However, some things remain the same. In recent years, the evaluation has been livestreamed. It started
with the Friends in Your Head Crew (known for what are you doing, movie? Movie? podcast) and has gradually expanded and slimmed down; This year's judges are all veterans of the competition and most see their first year as official judges. Assessment? It is a competition; there must be a winner.
When it began, there were no official judges; Community members would comment, talk about everyone, and rank them by their favorites. As the competition grew and especially as it left TF. N, official seimen became the center of the competition. The popular evaluation was still in force, but was
considered unofficial. That's changing this year. This year, the public vote will influence the weighting of official results (to an unspecified but small degree). I think that public voting is, in a way, again regarded as official; You can take the minutiae of the choreography apart or dissect the application of the
theme everything you want, but in the end it's about what the crowd likes. Officials do an excellent job of ensuring that the rules are uptoin, but when it's tight, public voting - whether individuals vote based on the criteria or just how entertaining they were - can swing it, and it just feels like an easy return to
the democratic nature of the contests from the past. , 10 to 2nd place and 5 to 3rd place. The total public vote will be slightly less than the percentage of a judge, with 10 points awarded on the first, 5 to second and 3 to third points. So go to the vote. More than in previous years, your voice can have a big
impact on the competition. I urge you to look at the criteria, but in the end you will vote for which entry you think is best. (Does that sound a bit on your nose? I do not know what you are talking about. Nope.) Who wins? That is what we all do! Haha okay. The live score will take place this Saturday at 8
p.m. Eastern, 17PM Pacific. The public vote is open up to an hour in advance. As last year, the live jury doesn't cover all 28 entries – they will instead make a countdown to the top ten, show everyone and give each time for proper criticism. Personally, I do not like the other 18 being ignored, but at the
same time this format makes the assessment much more enjoyable to watch rather than rush along. Boy, that was certainly an entry, they say, and then stand in line. No – the ratings will be important, but also a show, and I'm really looking forward to it. Organize to get my crew together to watch, actually –
a great to spend a Saturday evening! Lightsaber Choreography Star Wars Wars Wars
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